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As a private stylist at Let's Get You, I help clients look better so they can live better.
 

These are my 3 Steps to Chic(er) Personal Style. No matter how you want to 
advance your style, this guide will give you the essentials to getting started.

Whether balancing romance, 
clients, kids, or networking 
in a single day, this guide 

will show you:

How to balance your unique needs with your style preferences
How to be dressed comfortably regardless of the setting
How to always be prepared for changing environments 
How to have chic looks while managing multiple responsibilities

Following these steps creates the image you desire with less frustration. You'll have 
a wardrobe that suits your lifestyle, professional & personal goals and allows for 

room to explore trends and new designs.
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 To always feel hot and successful, outline basic standards for all your outfits. 
This becomes your unique formula for style success.

Step 1: 
 

Find Your  
Formula for Each 

Area of Life

Determine life settings that require a different image (work, 
romance, sports, church, etc) or if your life allows it, choose one 
standard for all.
Choose 3 adjectives that depict your vibe in each setting (they  
often overlap)
Experiment with these pieces by making different outfits that still 
give the vibe & look you want
To prevent wardrobe orphans and easier outfits, only buy/wear 
pieces you really enjoy, are easy to wear, and supports your 
formula
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For ex: a common 'smart casual' work formula is: 
relaxed, polished, and modest. These three adjectives 
would be your work-wear formula.

Formula 101
F O R M U L A  C O N T ' D  -  W O R K  +  P R O F E S S I O N A L
 

Below are two outfits that are 
relaxed, polished, and modest. 

 
What makes them fit the formula?

1. Flexible & 
moves with you. 

(Relaxed) 
 

2. Nice quality & 
sophisticated. 

(Polished) 
 

3. Acceptable for 
interacting with 
anyone. (Modest)



Once you have a formula outlined and you understand how to identify 
items that fit within it, you modify your look with items that still fit the 

formula, but inject more style.

Step 2: 
 

Detail & Color

Always follow your formula or risk more wardrobe orphans 
Explore color, shape, and textures to incorporate personal style
You have total control over how much style is added
Formula integrity & being creativity is a balance you'll learn as 
you go
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Detail & 
Color 101

S T E P  2  C O N T ' D
 

 
From our work ex, swap out the white shirt for a 
colorful, pussy bow blouse and/or a printed shoe.

This still follows the Relaxed, Modest, and Poised 
formula, but the entire look is more stylish.



 

 

Detail & 
Color 101

S T E P  2  C O N T ' D
 

The same process applies to menswear.

Swap the brown boot for a luxe, 
suede high top sneaker.

And add a printed shirt for an entirely new outfit.



Another common life setting? Dating. Let's say your 
desired look is sexy, eye-catching, and versatile. 
These three adjectives would be your date-wear 
formula.

Formula 101
F O R M U L A  C O N T ' D  -  D A T I N G  &  S E X
 

Below are two outfits that are sexy, 
eye-catching, and versatile. 

 
What makes them fit the formula?

1. Playful & shows  
more of the body. 

(Sexy) 
 

2. Modern & 
creative design. 
(Eye-catching) 

 
3. Can be worn to 

many types of 
dates.

 (Versatile)

Remember: you decide your vibe. What's sexy to Sue, may not be sexy to Tom. Define it for yourself.



 

 

Detail & 
Color 101

S T E P  2  C O N T ' D  -  D A T I N G  &  S E X
 

Let's dive deeper into with our dating example 
by swapping the entire look. Change the 
denim for a touchable, tailored fabric and 

switch the kitten heel for a sexier higher heel.

Add a printed shirt for an entirely new, yet still sexy, 
eye-catching, and versatile dinner look.

or

Same vibe. More style. 



 

 

Detail & 
Color 101

S T E P  2  C O N T ' D  -  D A T I N G  &  S E X
 

For men to look date-ready, fit, and formality 
matters because it's how extra effort is best displayed.

Swap the sneaker for a leather Chelsea boot for 
an edgier, downtown style.

...add a striped tee, open the shirt, and bring back the 
colored sneakers for a casual, daytime date.



Your unique style derives from your preferences, tastes, and lifestyle 
allowances. Combining those qualities with the science of style helps 

achieve your most attractive and stylish appearance.
 

Step 3: 
Pulling It Together

Small changes can quickly shift your look. (i.e swapping shoes 
for a dressier or edgier or more colorful appearance.)
Layering and accessories can make an outfit more or less 
conservative, creative, edgy, sexy, casual, etc.  
When in doubt, Wear it out! Outfit skepticism is best flushed 
out by taking action.
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Pulling It
Together

S T E P  3  -  C O N T ' D
 

You choose what to add or take away, to scale your 
personal style and find an ideal aesthetic that matches 

your tastes and physical comforts.



 

Pulling It
Together

S T E P  3  C O N T ' D
 

Add accessories and/or layers to add creativity and 
eliminate boredom. Each item can bring in as much 

design detail or trendyness as you want.

Outfits evolve with each design addition. Bring in a new texture, a pop 
of color, a shape, and/or some physical comfort (i.e. warmth) as you feel 

good in.



 

Pulling It 
Together

S T E P  3  C O N T ' D
 

To appear more stylish wear various fabrics. They 
bring texture to basic styles (sweaters, pants, sport 

jackets, etc) without complication,

Add subtle accessories and swap layers to 
repurpose your investments.



When specific situations or audiences arise, quick and breezy changes 
can set you up for a more successful personal presentation.

Bonus Step: 
Transitions

Small updates in formality shift your look from casual to pro
Add jewelry, makeup, and a dressier shoe for an evening look
Layering supports seasonal dressing and can make you look 
more or less conservative 
Pre-planning and preparations are key. Anticipate!
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Transitions 
101

B O N U S  C O N T ' D
  

Building on our previous examples, eliminate casual 
items for sophisticated environments, to dress more 

conservatively, or experiment with boundary-
pushing styles. And vice versa.

...add a blazer
...opt for a dress shoe
...wear some sparkle
...swipe on cosmetics
....go vampy + sheer
....wear bolder colors

...increase heel 
height

...luxe fabrics (silk, 
suede, cashmere)

...steam it, polish it, 
de-pill it

...details: cufflinks, 
ties, pocket squares, 

socks



By following these steps you create the image you desire with less 
frustration. You'll have a wardrobe that suits your lifestyle, professional & 

personal goals and allow for room to explore trends and new styles.

Final
Takeaways

Maximize outfit options by having an interlinking wardrobe to 
overlap pieces as much as possible.
Your formula(s) are your simplest standard for all your outfits 
If finding new items is a struggle, reevaluate your formula for a 
missing piece or unsuitable element
Unless for a specific event, make sure all new items cover the 
bases, otherwise they end up unworn (i.e. wardrobe orphans)
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nicole@ letsgetyou .com

www . letsgetyou .com
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@_ letsgetyou

About Nicole Russo 

Nicole’s mission is to democratize 
chic personal style to all people. 

 
Her hope is for her clients to see 
more possibility and empower 

themselves..
 

Nicole Russo has a BS from The 
Fashion Institute of Technology 

and has worked with notable 
fashion brands NET-A-PORTER, 
Theory, J.Crew and Anthropologie.

 
Her work has been featured in 
Glam, Women’s Health, Martha 

Stewart Weddings, and Fast 
Company.

 
She has styled over 300 people.
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